
Lemon 132Pink Petunia 124

Hydrangea Blue 135

Poppy 127

Delphinium Blue 137

Daffodil 131

Peacock 134

Wild Rose 125

Willow Branch 123

Black Cherry 128

Tiger Lily 129

Osiana Peach 130

Lilac 139

Purple Pansy 138

Fresh Green 133

Whether duplicating realism or creating 
fantasy, our rich palette of hues fashions 
the color of blossom you need. Use these 
easy techniques and your resourcefulness 
for unlimited possibilities!

JUST FOR FLOWERS is translucent flower dye that instantly colors any flower…
   fresh or silk and dried botanicals…without concealing the blossom’s delicate details.

color how-to

Spray any of the JUST FOR FLOWERS colors on a 
white or cream colored blossom to change it  
to that dye color.  Additionally, you control the 
color value.

color infusion

Simply apply a light mist for a soft color.  
(HYDRANGEA BLUE shown here)

Or deepen the color value created with  
a repeated misting of spray.

Remember mixing crayons as a kid? Use those 
same basic principles to design color on color 
combinations.

color on color interaction

Select a dye and a flower whose colors are near each 
other on the color wheel. Using the JUST FOR FLOWERS 
color as the deeper of the two, spray the blossom to  
see the analogous hue created. (LEMON on Lite Pink 
shown here)

Deepen the created color with additional mists of dye.

For a monochromatic color enhancement, brighten  
pale colored flowers with a misting of JUST FOR FLOWERS 
in the same hue as the pale blossom.  
(PINK PETUNIA enlivens Lite Pink  
shown here)

Complimentary colors mix to  
create brown hues, many of which  
are beautiful for the right situation.  
Try WILD ROSE on green cymbidiums  
to fashion a rich red-brown orchid.



color mixing
recipes
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Black 
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OSIANA PEACH

WILD ROSE

POPPY

BLACK CHERRY

TIGER LILY

LEMON

FRESH GREEN

PEACOCK

HYDRANGEA BLUE

DELPHINIUM BLUE

LILAC

PURPLE PANSY

WILLOW BRANCH

DAFFODIL

Use the combinations left or the guidelines below to fashion flower 
colors using color on color interactions between JUST FOR FLOWERS 
and colored blossoms.

PINK PETUNIA

  For a flower-safe application, spray 
JUST FOR FLOWERS 15”-18” from flower  
surface and follow label directions.
                                           

  JUST FOR FLOWERS hues can be 
mixed too! Spray alternating mists of 
colors to increase your blend-ability.

  JUST FOR FLOWERS’ unique formulation helps slow down the 
evaporation of moisture through the flower petals, enhancing  
fresh flower life.

  JUST FOR FLOWERS beautifully colors sheer ribbons, delicate 
fabrics and cloth wedding accessories too. Color bouquet collars, 
fabric boxes and purses, pillows, corsage bands, tulle and more.


